This White Mountains regional map was designed to make traveling through the White Mountains a pleasant and enjoyable experience. Welcome Information Centers are also in operation during the season throughout the region to assist with additional brochures, maps, and other pertinent information.

Enjoy your stay!
Ride the spacious 80-passenger Aerial Tramway to the summit of Cannon Mountain located in the heart of beautiful Franconia Notch State Park. Spectacular views of the White Mountains and into Maine, Vermont and even Canada. Enjoy the 3-mile walk to the summit or take the tramway ride down through Wolfman's territory, and our brand new Wild Forest Cables! Don’t miss Wolfie’s Segway Park, Water Blaster Boats, the Climbing tower, a Vista Dome dedicated dining car, and service on the Tram Train for lunch and with the Hottie Evans dining car for dinner.

Join us aboard our restored vintage coaches for a 15-hour journey on the mountains of the White Mountain Central Railroad through the White Mountain National Forest. Save on tickets at LoonMtn.com.

The largest Zipline and adventure destination in New England... and more! Zipline up to 200’ above the forest floor at the largest and most award winning zipline destination in the east. Go off-road in 6-wheel drive Swiss Army vehicles or challenge yourself on the obstacles & high flying elements of the ZipTour, with the single longest zip span in NH! Enjoy the Nor Easter Mountain Coaster or experience North America’s longest Alpine Slide. Attitash Mountain Resort is also home to cross-country and lift-serviced downhill mountain biking. Slacklines, a free fall Airbag Jump and the only outdoor waterpark in the Mount Washington Valley.

The White Mountain Attractions Guide

Make the White Mountains Visitor Center your first stop to get the most out of your time in the region. Our friendly staff is ready with free brochures, maps and tips on all the best things to see and do. Learn about the area through various displays and audio visual presentations. Take a few minutes to browse our Gift Shop and check out the White Mountains National Forest Information Desk and Interpretive Center located in our authentic post and beam barn. You’ll learn about everything from area wildlife to building stone walls. The Visitor Center is open 7 days a week, year-round. Open January-June and September-December 8:30 am-5 pm and July-August 8:30 am-6 pm.

For over 90 years, Clark’s Bears has been a trusted family attraction! Ride our sensational water raft ride, Anancusa Escape! Enjoy the Trained Bear Show, a train ride on The White Mountain Central Railroad through Wolfman’s territory, and our brand new Wild Forest Cables! Don’t miss Wolfie’s Segway Park, Water Blaster Boats, the Climbing tower, a Vista Dome dedicated dining car, and service on the Tram Train for lunch and with the Hottie Evans dining car for dinner.

For over 150 years, families and friends have enjoyed our Baker River Mining Sluice. Maybe you can even conquer the NEW Polar Ascent and Climbing Wall! Bring a picnic and spend the day! Open Daily Early May-mid October; summer hours 9am-6pm (last ticket sold 5pm), Spring and Fall 10AM-5PM (last ticket sold at 4pm).

For over 90 years, Clark’s Bears has been a trusted family attraction! Ride our sensational water raft ride, Anancusa Escape! Enjoy the Trained Bear Show, a train ride on The White Mountain Central Railroad through Wolfman’s territory, and our brand new Wild Forest Cables! Don’t miss Wolfie’s Segway Park, Water Blaster Boats, the Climbing tower, a Vista Dome dedicated dining car, and service on the Tram Train for lunch and with the Hottie Evans dining car for dinner.

One of Franconia Notch’s geological wonders. Enjoy a 2-mile self-guided nature walk through the Flume Gorge, a spectacular natural chasm. You will discover covered bridges, amazing waterfalls, a scenic pool, and incredible mountain views. Kids can crawl through and explore caves along the way. The Visitor’s Center offers a free 20-minute old-fashioned movie on Franconia Notch State Park, Spectacular views to the 4080-foot summit. Soar to Loon Peak on NH’s longest scenic Gondola Skyride, navigate glacial caves, swing through the Aerial Forest, and zoom down the Near Peak Slide. River. Plus, beat the clock in the giant Logjam Maze, bounce on the Bungee Trampoline, scale the climbing wall, and more. Located in the White Mountain National Forest. Save on tickets at LoonMtn.com.
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